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1

Introduction

We report on the results of the work on the design of the array configurations for the two candidate
sites for the SKA: Australasia and Southern Africa. The work was done by SPDO, within PrepSKA
Work Package 3.5, which aimed to “Study the ideal configurations for the SKA for the different Key
Science Projects and determine the single configuration that optimises the total return from the Key
Science Projects. Match the “ideal” configuration to the geographical realities of the two short-listed
sites in order to determine the optimum configuration for each site (…)”, [1].
The two configurations that were designed by the Configurations Task Force (CTF) are described
here. Analysis of these configurations is presented in terms of results for a range of Figures of Merit.
In this report, the candidate sites are listed in alphabetical order (Australia/Australasia before
South/Southern Africa).

2

Scope

Studies have been undertaken to design array configurations for phase 2 of the Square Kilometre
Array that in principle can be implemented at the two candidate sites, and that would satisfy the
science goals as outlined in the SKA Science Case [2] and the Design Reference Mission [3]. For the
purpose of this study, feasibility of implementation is to be understood as the ability to build
receptors at physically suitable locations, not as the ability to build the SKA to a given cost. The cost
is not sufficiently well understood to carry out the latter analysis at this stage the project. The main
purpose therefore is to judge the ability of the candidate sites to provide configurations that
optimise the science return, taking geographical and other constraints into account.
The layouts we have generated and which we assess here are not final SKA layouts, but are meant to
be as representative as possible without going through the full cost / performance optimisation
process, which must be done once the site is selected. It is important to note that the layouts we
compare here are based on identical design principles and do not differ in either the radial, up to
about 3000km, and azimuthal target distributions of the receptors in each case. Configurations for
all three target receptor types have been designed: dishes, low frequency and mid frequency
aperture arrays.
We have assessed the layouts in the uv plane (using one principal figure or merit, the “UVGAP” and 4
ancillary figures of merit) and also in the layout plane (i.e. on the ground) to quantify a measure of
the Risk of Electromagnetic Interference (EMI Risk) due to presence of nearby farmsteads. It is the
results of these analyses that we present here.

3

Organisation of work

This work is part of PrepSKA WP3, which addresses “further site characterisation”. The configuration
design work was undertaken by a Configurations Task Force (CTF) established during a meeting of
the SPDO and site proponents in Manchester, 11-13 March 2009. Initial work by the CTF focussed on
designing a generic configuration for SKA Phase 2. The design process took into account feedback
from the SKA science and engineering community at large and to the Science Working Group (SWG)
in particular.
Turning the generic configuration into site-specific configurations required the development of
“masks” that indicate where telescope receptors can or cannot be located. The sizes of buffer zones
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(the masks) around various potential sources of interference were determined by the SPDO together
with site proponents, [13].
Next, the CTF applied the masks and worked with the site proponents to arrive at site-specific
configurations for the individual candidate sites. The work done for this step is described in more
detail in 6.1. It must be stressed that the procedures followed and design principles used were
identical for the two cases: a generic configuration in terms of
 distribution of collecting area (Table 1),
 numbers of technology types (3, dishes, low and mid frequency Aperture Arrays),
 numbers of elements per technology type (Table 2),
 arrangement of elements in the central part of the array (see section 4.2), and
 number and distribution of the 25 remote stations (see 6.1).
In next step in the process the site proponents refined the positions of the remote stations that
resulted from the previous step. This step was included to allow the proponents more time in finding
the best locations for these remote stations as a compromise in science performance, access to
infrastructure (roads, fibre, power), and to minimise impact of radio interference outside the Radio
Quiet Zone (RQZ). The latter aspect required analysis, by the site proponents, of received transmitter
power levels after taking an inventory of transmitters and their properties in the area and applying
terrain propagation attenuation. The proponents communicated their results and final remote
station configuration to the SPDO.
Finally, the performance of these site-specific configurations was measured by the authors in terms
of Figures of Merit agreed with the site proponents in the May 2009 meeting.

4

Generic array configuration specifications

The basic properties of the SKA configuration in terms of fraction of collecting area as a function of
radius from the centre of the array were set out in “Memo 100” (see Table 1 below) based on the
arguments summarised in the following paragraphs.
The science goals of the SKA require the telescope configuration to be sensitive to extended low
surface brightness emission, suitable for non-imaging applications, and capable of high angular
resolution imaging. Low surface brightness sensitivity and non-imaging applications require a
substantial number of receptors to be fairly closely packed. In the case of low surface brightness
observations, the integration time required to reach a certain sensitivity scales as the square of the
filling factor of the array. For a dish-based array, the filling factor is given as N dishes x (D/b)2, where
D is the diameter of the dish and b is the maximum separation between any two dishes being used
in the observation. For receptors other than dishes, the factor D2 is replaced by the equivalent
collecting area of the receptor. For non-imaging applications, the computation cost of processing the
observations typically scales by a factor that is at least as high as the square of the filling factor.
Conversely, for high angular resolution imaging, one requires a substantial number of receptors to
be distributed to large separations, as the resolving power scales as (1/b), where b is again the
maximum separation between any two receptors being used in the observation.
For arrays with a relatively limited number of receptors distributed over relatively small separations,
it is practical to move the receptors to optimize the array for different kinds of observations.
Examples of such arrays include the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA, 6 antennas
distributable over 6 km), the Expanded Very Large Array (EVLA, 27 antennas distributable over 35
km), and the Atacama Large Millimeter/Submillimeter Array (ALMA, 50 antennas distributable over
10 km). In the case of the SKA, the combination of the number of receptors required to obtain the
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requisite sensitivity and receptor separations means that it is not feasible to contemplate moving
the receptors. For instance, the SKA Phase 2 is envisioned as having 3000 dishes distributed over
3000 km.
The operating lifetime of the SKA is not yet specified, but many of the existing ground-based radio
arrays have or have had lifetimes measured in decades. In order not to preclude future science
observations, it was agreed early in the SKA concept development that a scale-free distribution of
receptors was preferred, i.e., a distribution in which a wide range of receptor separations was
sampled. A distribution of receptors with logarithmically increasing separations along a number of
spiral arms has the desirable property of providing a nearly scale-free distribution of separations,
covering a range of azimuthal angles while also being relatively easy to implement (e.g., from
considerations of power distribution to the receptors and signal transmission from the receptors).
The distribution of receptors as a function of antenna separation requires a trade-off between both
specific science goals as well as designing the SKA to be suitable for long-term use. Considerations
include the relative weight assigned to various kinds of science goals, observational constraints, and
operational details. From initial simulations and both science and operational considerations, the
SKA community quickly converged to the distribution described in SKA Memo 100, [4], which was
later modified slightly (as described in the section that follows).

4.1 Distribution of collecting area in the generic array
The SKA science goals require a balance between a centrally condensed and a distributed
distribution of collecting area. For this reason, a scale-free distribution of collecting area has been a
long-standing notion for the SKA. Early in the design process it was found that the specification of
the distribution of collecting area that follows from the numbers presented in [4] is not as scale-free
as desirable. A modified distribution was proposed [5] and approved by the SWG and SSEC. The
Table below, derived from [5], provides the number of dishes in a given distance range for both the
Memo 100 and revised dish distributions.
Fraction of collecting
area / number of
dishes
Memo 100 distribution
Revised distribution

Central area (core)
Radius 2.5km

2.5km – 180km

180km – 3000km

50% /1500
50% /1500

25% /750
30% /900

25% /750
20% /600

Table 1: Comparison of the Memo 100 and revised dish distributions.

The nominal SKA Phase 2 telescope will also include two versions of Aperture Arrays (AA), for mid
and low frequencies (we denote these AA1 and AA2, respectively). AA’s are not planned to go
beyond 180km from the centre of the array, and the distribution foreseen within that radius is 66%
in the central area and 34% in the annulus from 2.5 km to 180 km. The current report includes
configuration designs for all three receptor technology arrays.
It is useful to define the different regions in the generic configuration.
Core – central condensation per technology type, 500 m radius
Inner – continuation of central condensation per technology type, up to 2.5 km radius
Skirt region – annulus around inner region, 2.5 km to 13 km radius (the skirt is the inner part of the
mid region)
Mid region – annulus around inner region, 2.5 km to 180 km radius
Remote region – annulus around the mid region, 180 to 3000+ km in radius
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Table 2 summarises the distribution of collecting area in these different regions for the dishes and
AA stations. The table does not list PAF’s separately as these will be placed on (a subset of) the
dishes if implemented in the final design.

Collecting area
region

radius
km

dishes
%

core
inner
mid
remote

skirt

dense AA (mid, AA1)

0.5
2.5
13
180

cum.
20
50
61.7
80

zone
20
30
11.7
30

# dishes
cum.
zone
600
600
1500
900
1850
350
2400
900

3000+

100

20

3000

Total

100

%

sparse AA (low, AA2)

cum.
30
66

zone
30
36

# stations
cum.
zone
75
75
165
90

100

34

250

85

cum.

%
zone

# stations
cum.
zone

66

66

165

165

100

34

250

85

600
3000

100

250

100

250

Table 2: distribution of collecting area. Numbers in the columns labelled ‘cum’ and ‘zone’ indicate the
cumulative number up to and including that zone, and the number in that particular zone respectively.

4.2 Detailed distribution of collecting area in the generic array
A full description of the generic array configuration is given in [7], and summarised here.

Figure 1: Generic array configurations for the three receptor types at distances out to 35 km from the centre
of the dish array (left) and 200 km from the centre of the dish array (right). The centre of the dish array is
located at (0,0) since this is the origin of the large scale (i.e. out to 180 km) 5 arm spiral. Axes are graduated
in metres, LHS grid is 5km on a side, RHS grid is 50km on a side.

In the central part of the array there are separate circular inner regions each 2.5km in radius,
containing the cores of the Dish, AA1 and AA2 receptors. These are offset from one another by a few
km (depending on constraints at the site).
From 2.5 km to 180 km from the centre of the array, receptors are placed on (or close to) 5 modified
logarithmic spiral arms that are evenly spaced in azimuth and centred on the middle of the dish
core. Between 2.5 and 13km radius from the centre of the dish core, dishes are placed individually,
spread logarithmically in radius along the spiral arms. AA stations are placed on the spiral arms
where possible but a handful are located away from the spirals to improve azimuthal spread (this
need arises because the spirals are centred on the dish core and not on the AA cores). Beyond 13km
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from the dish core centre out to 180 km, the dishes are placed in groups of 11 and these groups are
co-located with one AA1 and one AA2 station.
Beyond 180km radius, 25 remote station positions are required out to a radius of at least 3000 km,
described in more detail in section 6.1.

5

Masks

The placement of receptors in site-specific array configurations was subject to constraints posed by
geography and Electro-magnetic Interference (EMI) considerations. Together with the two site
proponents, the SPDO defined and assembled these masks. The specifications for the masks have
been laid down in [13], plus a revision for a small set of categories in [14]. The masks covered the
terrain as far as the outer edge of the mid region of the array (≤180km). For the remote stations,
beyond this radial distance, an individual approach for placement was followed, as described in
section 6.

5.1 EMI buffer zones
Receptors are to be placed in areas sufficiently far away from sources of Electro Magnetic
Interference (EMI). Analysis of EMI separation distances (buffer zones) was based on defining a
tolerable level of interference (ITU-R RA769+15dB), investigating expected intrinsic levels of
interference from various sources, and applying propagation attenuation based on a generic model
(ITU-R P1546-3) to arrive at minimum separation distances, see [13].
Buffer zones for the following sources of EMI have been defined as follows:
Class
Buffer zone per sub-category (km)
Farms, homesteads
10.5
Towns

pop <100
16.5

100-1000
21

Mines, mine-related

low impact
14

high
21

Arc welding, general

21

Power lines

<11 kV
1

66 kV
4

roads

minor
10.5

major
33.5

rail

local
3.3

heavy
12.5

1000-5000
23.5

>5000
28

132 kV
4.5

220 kV
7

330 kV
7.5

750 kV
8

Table 3: EMI buffer zones
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5.2 Geological and geophysical exclusion zones
Several constraints are related to properties of the area or terrain that make it unsuitable for
placement of receptors. These are summarised in Table 4. Note that in this Table the term
“excluded” is meant to indicate that the area is unsuitable for SKA receptors.
Class
Water

Buffer/Exclusion zone (m)
water body
water course
50
100, see [13]

Cyclonic weather

Affected land masked, see [13]

Service roads

15m

Slopes

Areas with slope >5° are masked

Rugged terrain

Affected land masked (based on slope variation, see [13])

horizon limit

15°

environmental and cultural

Excluded

site infrastructure

2m, plus horizon and slope limits

floodplain
60, see [13]

Table 4: Geological and geographic buffer and exclusion zones

5.3 Australasia
The combined mask plot shown here is reproduced from the joint work of the SPDO and the
Australian site proponents [8] and provides an overview of the areas available, in principle, for
placement of receptors. The mask contains much more detail than can be shown here.
The Figure shows that there is not much difficulty in placing SKA receptors in areas that are allowed
according to the mask rules.
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Figure 2: View of the mask (forbidden regions in green) applied to the central area of the Australasian
configuration. For clarity, only the low frequency aperture array positions are shown (red circles). Outside
the central 13km, the dishes (and mid frequency AAs) are located alongside these positions. Note that all
positions are allowed: the position apparently sited in the green (forbidden) region of the mask to the ENE
of the centre is on a small island of “allowed” land obscured from view by the red marker. The circular mask
area is 360km in diameter.

5.4 Southern Africa
The combined mask plot shown here is reproduced from the joint work of the SPDO and the South
African site proponents [9] and provides an overview of the areas available, in principle, for
placement of receptors. The mask contains much more detail than can be shown here.
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Figure 3: View of the mask (forbidden regions are green) applied to the central part of the Southern African
configuration. Note that the farmstead mask is not included (see discussion below). For clarity, only the low
frequency aperture array positions are shown (red circles). Outside the central 13km, the dishes (and mid
frequency AAs) are located alongside these positions. Black dots denote positions forbidden in the mask,
but in the SA case these all correspond to conflicts with a road, which the SA team have stated will be
closed. The circular mask area is 360km in diameter.

The Figure indicates that despite broad swaths of terrain that are not suitable for placing SKA
receptors, mainly due to roads, it is possible to lay down the configuration according to all but one of
the rules (see next paragraph) once the sense of rotation of the spiral arms and rotation of the
whole configuration has been optimised (see section 6.1). This is assuming that the plans to close
the road to the North of the core, as indicated in Figure 3 and its caption will indeed be realised.
Note that in this Figure only dish positions are shown, but the other two technologies can also be
accommodated.
However, it was not possible to meet the buffer zone requirement for farmsteads in this area. With
the approval of the SKA Science and Engineering Committee in mid-2010, the farm-house buffer
zones have not been treated as no-go areas, but placement of a receptor within one of these buffer
zone contributes to an EMI-risk Figure of Merit. This issue is dealt with in sections 7.1.2 and 7.4.
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6

Site-specific array configuration design

6.1 Process
The starting point for the design of the specific configurations for each of the candidate sites was the
generic configuration described in section 4. The strategy in placing receptors was as follows:
1) Choose unobstructed areas for the three core/inner areas, leaving a minimal gap of 1km between
the edges of the three areas1 (while keeping that gap close to 1km to avoid difficulties in merging the
other technology spirals, step 5);
2) Populate each of the core/inner areas, where the same layouts per technology type were used for
the two sites;
3) In relation to the mask, find the optimum orientation and winding direction for the five spiral
arms centred on the dish core. (Note that the optimal winding directions for the two sites are
different);
4) Constrained by the mask, find appropriate positions for individual dishes in the skirt area, and
groups of 11 dishes beyond the skirt;
5) Constrained by the mask, find appropriate positions for the two types of AA stations, where the
target is to have them merged with the dish spirals and combined with the dish-groups outside the
skirt area.
The strategy of placement in steps 4) and 5) was to attempt to fit the mask by nudging the element
into allowed terrain if the target radial distribution remains unaffected in practice. This might mean
that the element was moved over into the next spiral arm, or an even more distant arm, if the mask
dictated this. The radial distribution is thus preserved, at the cost of azimuthal gaps.
6) There is no generic layout of the array for remote stations, other than the specification that they
are 25 in number (with 24 dishes each, there are no AAs in this region), and that they are to be
distributed as uniformly in azimuth as the landmass allows, while keeping to a logarithmic density
distribution. See also sections 6.2.2 and 6.3.2. Even though there are no mask constraints to be dealt
with in this area, the actual placement depends very much on practical circumstances such as
accessibility, existing infrastructure, climate considerations, and minimum impact of RFI2.
An initial set of positions was developed by the SPDO in conjunction with each site by dividing the
land into 25 logarithmically spaced annuli between 180 and 3000km distance and using practical
considerations to select the azimuthal position of one station position in each annulus. These
preliminary layouts were adjusted by the individual site teams to produce the final layouts
assessed in this report (see section 7.3.4).

1

The gap between technology cores is necessary for several reasons: they cannot be merged because that will
prevent meeting packing requirements, for reticulation arguments of power and fibre, to lessen (multipath)
2
The term RFI (Radio Frequency Interference) is used here to indicate that we are referring to intentional
transmissions from licensed transmitters, as opposed to unintentional EMI (Electromagnetic Interference)
emanating from electric devices.
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6.2 Site-specific configuration for Australasia
The specific configuration design for Australasia is shown for the mid (<180 km) and remote regions
separately.
6.2.1

Mid region

The layouts for dishes, AA1 and AA2, out to 180km are shown together in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Figure 4: Australasian Layouts, inner 30km. Black circles: Dishes, Blue circles: AA1, Black Squares: AA2. The
placement of dishes individually along the 5 spiral arms out to 13km is apparent. The "star" shapes indicate
the (co-)location of AA1 and AA2 stations with groups of 11 dishes. Blue scale bar is 15km.

There was no difficulty in placing the core/inner areas of the configuration, referred to in step 2) in
section 6.1.
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Figure 5: As previous figure but showing full layouts out to 180km from centre. Blue scale bar is 180km.

6.2.2 Remote region
The remote station configuration presented in the Australian site bid of 2005 has undergone
changes for several reasons. Firstly the maximum array separation from the centre for both site
proponents has been brought closer to the nominal specification of 3000km in order to have a
similar array dimensions for the analysis in this report. This has caused the remote site in Tasmania
and the two in New Zealand to be dropped from the nominal configuration. These stations are now
part of an ‘extended’ configuration, where additional remote stations may be considered. This
report does not include analysis of this extended configuration.
Additional factors taken into account in the positions of remote stations were availability of land,
access and possibilities for connection to infrastructure (fibre, power, roads), minimisation of impact
of RFI originating from licensed transmitters (broadcasting, mobile communication), and avoidance
of severe weather systems in the north and north-west of the country.
The remote station locations in the Australasian array are given in Table 5.
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Site
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Elevation
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Country
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS

Longitude
115.9250
117.8000
119.0000
117.7600
119.4000
119.9300
116.9650
120.7670
119.8450
121.2094
120.4000
122.6000
122.4800
121.3000
123.9000
125.5900
128.8900
126.5250
130.5000
133.2900
133.8015
134.3830
140.9650
143.1670
146.2167

Latitude
-28.3750
-28.2000
-26.5050
-28.8384
-25.5900
-26.6119
-29.8700
-28.1500
-23.8950
-29.2260
-31.0900
-28.5950
-30.8450
-33.1300
-32.4000
-30.6500
-26.1300
-18.7350
-31.5000
-25.1500
-31.9060
-19.6917
-32.2500
-22.6000
-26.1500

Table 5: The locations of the Australasian remote stations

The remote station locations are plotted on the map in Figure 6, together with the location of the
elements in the inner area of 180 km radius.
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Figure 6: Locations of 25 remote stations (red) in Australian configuration. The inner 180km spirals in blue.
The white grid is 5 degrees on a side, corresponding to a fixed N-S length of 560km and an E-W dimension
(which varies with latitude) of 510km along the Tropic of Capricorn (Yellow line).

6.3 Site-specific Southern Africa
The specific configuration design for Southern Africa is shown for mid (<180 km) and remote regions
separately.
6.3.1 Mid region
The layouts for dishes, AA1 and AA2, out to 180km are shown together in Figure 7 and Figure 8.
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Figure 7: Southern Africa Layouts, inner 30km. Black circles: Dishes, Blue circles: AA1, Black Squares: AA2.
The placement of dishes individually along the 5 spiral arms out to 13km is apparent. The "star" shapes
indicate the (co-)location of AA1 and AA2 stations with groups of 11 dishes. Blue scale bar is 15km.

Apart from the difficulty of satisfying the buffer-zone requirements for farm-houses (see Section
5.4), there was no additional difficulty in placing receptors in the core/inner areas of the
configuration, referred to in step 2) in section 6.1.
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Figure 8: As previous figure but showing full layouts out to 180km from centre. Blue scale bar is 180km.

6.3.2 Remote region
The remote station configuration that was presented in the SKA site bid of 2005 has undergone
changes for several reasons. Firstly the maximum array baselines for both site proponents have been
brought closer to the nominal specification of 3000km in order to have a similar specification for
both. This has caused the remote sites in Ghana, Kenya and Mauritius to be dropped from the
nominal configuration. These stations are now part of an ‘extended’ configuration, where additional
remote stations may be considered. This report does not include analysis of this extended
configuration.
Additional factors taken into account in the positions of remote stations were availability of land,
access and possibilities for connection to infrastructure (fibre, power, roads), and minimisation of
impact of RFI originating from licensed transmitters (broadcasting, mobile communication).
The remote station locations in the Southern African array are given in Table 6.
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Site Name
Rem11-5
Rem11-11
Nam11-0
Nam11-1
Rem11-14
Rem11-16
Rem11-7
Rem11-10
Rem11-12
Rem11-13
Rem11-15
Rem11-17
Rem11-6
Rem11-8
Rem11-9
Bot11-0
Bot11-1
Zam11-0
Bot11-2
Nam11-3
Mad11-0
Mad11-1
Moz11-1
Moz11-0
Nam11-2

Elevation (m)
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
1205
1108
848
1383
1102
1881
928
722
1163
1175
739
923
1061
1263
996
768
868
1034
999
147
1777

Country
AFS
AFS
NMB
NMB
AFS
AFS
AFS
AFS
AFS
AFS
AFS
AFS
AFS
AFS
AFS
BOT
BOT
ZMB
BOT
NMB
MAD
MAD
MOZ
MOZ
NMB

Longitude
21.53410414
25.06328646
18.64243266
16.43452277
23.84196194
27.22832162
19.31140028
24.88321071
22.07752611
27.78721047
30.01260467
30.078783
23.6937957
23.14725858
20.77565861
20.86829107
22.6191596
25.69318065
26.0224916
13.1855733
46.28721893
48.6549825
34.28486929
33.49579803
17.8

Latitude
-32.98492505
-29.80820724
-25.7811331
-22.2698759
-26.97691444
-24.68248118
-30.82216417
-32.04709135
-28.175805
-31.01321455
-28.89519769
-22.8034206
-31.87568435
-29.02601362
-28.72682611
-26.04799881
-24.3783376
-13.06100257
-19.2933396
-17.0220244
-23.43275192
-16.5358407
-15.0666746
-20.00735345
-19.6

Table 6: Southern African remote stations

The remote station locations are plotted on the map in Figure 9, together with the location of the
elements in the inner area of 180km radius.
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Figure 9: Locations of 25 remote stations (red) in Southern African configuration. The inner 180km spirals in
blue. The white grid is 5 degrees on a side, corresponding to a fixed N-S length of 560km and an E-W
dimension (which varies with latitude) of 510km along the Tropic of Capricorn (Yellow line).

7

Configuration analysis

7.1 Primary Figures of Merit
The site layouts have been assessed for each of six figures of merit for a range of observation types
spanning different source declinations, observation lengths and fractional bandwidth. These figures
of merit are all calculated in the u-v plane, with the exception of the EMI Risk figure, which is
assessed only in the antenna plane.
Three of the five uv-plane metrics are evaluated using Mattieu De Villiers’ software, iAntconfig,
which is publicly available3 and provides a useful way to study configurations and u-v coverage. This
software was used to generate pictures of the layouts and u-v coverage and to export various
quantities for further analysis.
The PERL-SNR and eccentricity figures of merit are calculated using PERL scripts, which were
generated for the site short-listing process in 2006. Rosie Bolton has extended these scripts to be
more user-friendly but has not altered the inner algorithms.
Four layouts for each site have been assessed:
1. “Dish 2400” layout, comprising 2400 dish positions in the region out to 180km radius from
the site array centres.
3

See http://www.kat.ac.za/public/wiki/iAntConfig We use version 0.3t here. The authors are grateful to
Mattieu de Villiers for his help implementing these calculations into antconfig.
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2.

“AA1 250 layout”, comprising 250 positions representing 60m-diameter mid-frequency AA
stations out to 180km radius from the centre
3. “AA2 250 layout”, comprising 250 positions representing 180m-diameter low-frequency AA
stations, out to 180km radius from the centre.
4. “Remote Dish 243” layout. This layout comprises the 25 remote station positions plus 218
dish positions taken from the 2400 dish layout. This makes 243 positions in total. This was
done so that the resulting u-v coverage is representative of a case where data from each
remote station of dishes undergoes beam-forming before correlation. It is assumed that
clusters of dishes within 180km from the centre would be beam-formed likewise to give
similar effective “primary” beam sizes. Such a reduction in the dish numbers does not alter
the overall layout but makes the number of u-v points and the appropriate u-v cell size
manageable from a computational point of view.
7.1.1 UVGAP (Antconfig)
Lower = Better. The UVGAP figure of merit is described in [10], and it is the primary u-v plane figure
of merit used in this document. This figure is a measure of how well points in the u-v plane are
spread out in azimuth and in radius. It is a measure of the average fractional increase in u-v length
between u-v points in each azimuthal wedge of the u-v plane. Low values of UVGAP are achieved by
having u-v points spread evenly in azimuth and logarithmically in radius on the u-v plane.
7.1.2 EMI risk figure (In-house Python script)
Lower = Better. Minimum possible = 0. An EMI risk figure has been devised to enable consideration
to be given to the fact that, in the case of Southern Africa, farmsteads are spread over the desert too
densely to enable the EMI farmstead mask (targeting a minimum receptor-farm distance of 10.5km)
to be used. Instead, receptors have been located as far as possible from farms, but not explicitly
optimised for this alone.
The calculation of the EMI risk figure has been described in [10]. Essentially an EMI risk value is
calculated for every receptor in an array by calculating the equivalent amount of power likely to be
received at the receptor from all farms less than 10.5km away from it. This is normalised so that if a
receptor is exactly 2.2km from one farm (only) the value would be 1.0. If multiple farms are within
10.5km of a dish, the EMI risk values are added in quadrature, since the (noise) power received at
the dish is assumed to be uncorrelated between the different farms. If a receptor has no farms
within 10.5km of it, then its EMI risk value is zero. The average value of the EMI is then calculated for
all receptors in a layout; different receptor technologies are treated separately.
Low values of EMI mean low risk of interference – a value of zero means that no antennas are within
10.5km from any farms.
The EMI risk figure is the only antenna-plane figure of merit used in this document. It is not directly
linked to imaging performance.
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7.1.3

Secondary Figures of merit

Several ancillary uv-plane figures of merit are also included for completeness.
7.1.3.1

PSFRMS (Antconfig)

Lower = Better. The PSFRMS figure of merit was proposed by Cornwell in 1984 ([11]) as a simple
algorithm for comparing uv plane coverage of different layouts, and is described mathematically in
[10]. It is a measure of the variance in the filling of the gridded uv plane: lower values are achieved
where each u-v sample falls into a different u-v cell, giving new unique information on the sky.
The PSFRMS was agreed on as a primary figure of merit at the start of the configurations work,
however, in practice for SKA, the number of filled u-v cells is almost completely invariant for
different configurations all meeting the required radial receptor distribution. So while this Figure of
Merit is calculated in the following sections, it does not provide a strong means to distinguish
between the two candidate configurations.
7.1.3.2

Eccentricity (Antconfig)

Lower = Better. Minimum possible =1.0. Antconfig calculates beam eccentricity as a function of
limiting baseline length by fitting an ellipse to the half-power points of the synthesized beam shape
using all available uv points within the specified limiting baseline. Values close to unity mean that
the beam is very circular.
7.1.3.3

Figures of merit used in the site short-listing in 2006

In the initial site assessment work in 2006 (see [12]), a number of figures of merit were used to
compare sites based on PERL scripts written by Steven Tingay and Jasper Horrell. Two of these
original figures of merit are re-used here, the “Circularity” which we rename as PERL-SNR and the
“Filling Factor”. We include these figures here for consistency with previous documentation.
7.1.3.3.1

“PERL-SNR”

Higher = Better. The “Circularity” figure of merit was introduced in the site short-listing assessment
work, it has been renamed “PERL-SNR” here, to avoid confusion with beam eccentricity. The PERLSNR is a similar measure to the (inverse of the) PSFRMS, but calculated by dividing the u-v plane out
to a limiting distance into a moderate number (50) of azimuthal bins and equal width radial annuli
(N=100), giving a “grid” of segmented annuli. These bins are rather large, but the overall PERL-SNR
value gives an idea of how equally u-v points are spread in azimuth and in linear baseline length. By
comparison, UVGAP gives an idea of how equally points are spread in azimuth and in logarithmic
baseline length.
The PERL-SNR value is computed for a range of different limiting baseline lengths (changing the
overall extent of the 100 radial annuli in the u-v plane) rather than for just the maximum array
baseline as in the original “circularity” calculation.
7.1.3.3.2

UV “Filling Factor” (PERL)

Higher = Better, maximum possible=100. Using the same u-v plane division as for the PERL-SNR
calculation (50 azimuthal bins, 100 radial bins), the filling factor (FF), also proposed in [11], gives the
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percentage of these u-v plane bins that are occupied. The original PERL script has been extended to
calculate the FF alongside the PERL-SNR, for a range of different maximum baselines.4

7.2 Observational settings for analysis
The same range of observational settings has been used for all layouts assessed, both in Antconfig
and in the PERL scripts for PERL-SNR and filling factor. These are shown in Table 7. These
observational settings are designed to illustrate the range of possible observations for the SKA, and
include
1) a range of declinations (from northerly sources that will appear only at relatively low elevations,
to zenith transiting sources, to circumpolar sources),
2) a range of observation times (from “snapshots” to extended observations or “full tracks in the u-v
plane”), and
3) both spectral-line and continuum observations (for which only a single or small number of
frequency channels would be analyzed for spectral-line observations while many frequency channels
would be analyzed for continuum observations). Where 10 channels were used, these were spread
equally over the whole available bandwidth.
The actual SKA observations are likely to be far more diverse than shown here, but this set should
span the range, while being a reasonable number to consider as well as being capable of being
evaluated given present-day computational hardware.
Duration
No. Freq.
Setting
Dec
(hours)
Channels
0
1.3
0
1
1
1.3
0
10
2
1.3
2
1
3
1.3
2
10
4
1.3
4
1
5
1.3
4
10
6
-28.7
0
1
7
-28.7
0
10
8
-28.7
2
1
9
-28.7
2
10
10
-28.7
4
1
11
-28.7
4
10
12
-58.7
0
1
13
-58.7
0
10
14
-58.7
2
1
15
-58.7
2
10
16
-58.7
4
1
17
-58.7
4
10
Table 7: Observation settings used for calculation of figures of merit. All observations begin at an hour angle
of 00hrs – i.e. with the source in transit. The 0 hours duration observations contain only one time sample.
For longer observations one time sample is taken every 10 minutes.

4

A filling factor of 100 for a maximum baseline of 100km would mean that every uv “cell” (each 1km thick and
7.2degrees opening angle) has at least one uv point in it. Changing the maximum baseline to 1km gives a grid
of cells 10m in radial thickness and 7.2 degrees opening angle.
Note that the term “filling factor” used here is not the ratio of collecting area and land area used to indicate
packing density of receptors.
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In addition to these parameter sets for each layout, Table 8 provides some additional parameter
settings used for specific configurations.
Setting
Fractional BW
Elevation Limit
UV cell size

Dish 2400
25%
15 degrees
6.25m

AA1 250
10%
30 degrees
24m

AA2 250
10%
30 degrees
75m

Dish Rem 243
10%
15 degrees
145.8m

Table 8: Additional settings used for specific layouts, for all observational settings.

In Antconfig (relevant for calculation of PSFRMS), the u-v cell size was chosen to be appropriate for
each receptor – i.e. cell width = receptor diameter/2.4. For the remote dish layouts, a cell size
appropriate for 350m was used to account for station beam-forming and give a manageable u-v
plane size.

7.3 Configuration assessment Results
The figures of merit have been calculated across a range of baselines (40 different values are used in
the Antconfig calculations, 10 are used in the PERL calculations) for 18 different settings for each of
the 8 different layouts under consideration (dish, AA1, AA2 and remote for the two candidates). It is
not helpful to tabulate all the ~20,000 results in this document. Instead graphs are provided showing
the behaviour of the various figures or merit and include graphs showing the % difference between
the figures of merit measured for each of the equivalent layouts from each site. The 4 different
layout types (Dish 2400, AA1 250, AA2 250, Dish Remote 243) are presented in turn.
In the plots of % difference between the Figures of Merit for the AUS and SA sites, a positive value
means that the SA configuration has a better Figure of Merit than the AUS configuration and a
negative value means that the AUS configuration has a better Figure of Merit than the SA
configuration.
We define the % difference, (A,B), between results A and B as:

 (A,B)  100  (A  B) / A  B  100 



A B
 2
B A

where we have chosen to use the geometric mean so that the resulting % difference depends
equally on the ratio (A/B) and its inverse (maintaining symmetry appropriate for functions varying
logarithmically).
7.3.1

Dish 2400 Layouts

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show that there is a very large degree (4 orders of magnitude) of variation in
the UVGAP figure of merit at different baselines and for different observational settings. Broadly,
(and as expected) longer observations and observations with more channels give lower UVGAP
values (since there are more u-v points). Observations at lower source elevations give higher UVGAP
values as the portion of the uv-plane filled becomes more elliptical, leading to big “holes” in the
coverage. The uppermost blue triplet of lines are the single time sample, single channel observations
(settings 0, 6, 12) and the lower lines are due to the long time, high channel number settings
(5,11,17).
These two graphs show that both site configurations have the same general performance in UVGAP
but there are some differences in the details in the 40-200km range.
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7.3.1.1

Absolute values of the figures of merit.

Figure 10: UVGAP values as a function of limiting baseline for the AUS Dish 2400 layout, for all 18
observational settings.

Figure 11: As for previous figure but for SA Dish 2400 layout.
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Figure 12: Example of PSFRMS values for AUS and SA Dish 2400 layouts for setting 7. The PSF changes
smoothly as more and more uv points are included in the calculation as the used limit of the uv plane
increases. There is very little difference between the values for the two sites, and they largely lie on top of
each other.

Figure 13: Example of eccentricity values for AUS and SA Dish 2400 layouts for setting 5. For short limiting
baselines the uv plane is so full that the PSF is always circular.
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Figure 14: Example of PERL-SNR values for the AUS and SA Dish 2400 layouts for setting 1.

Figure 15: Examples of the FF values for the AUS and SA Dish 2400 layouts for setting 11. For limiting
baselines in the range 2.5-150km the (relatively) coarse size of the bins in the uv plane means that in this
example both layouts have at least one uv point in each bin.

These figures show that there is a large spread in the calculated values of the figures of merit,
depending on the observational settings and on the portion (i.e. radius) of the uv plane used.
7.3.1.2

Differences in the figures of merit for the Dish 2400 layout.

In order to compare results from the two sites more easily, the % difference between the results at
each baseline for each observational setting has been calculated. In Figure 16 to Figure 20, the
purple line shows the mean of these, averaged over all settings. The individual setting results are
shown as black crosses.
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Figure 16: UVGAP difference for Dish 2400 layouts. This figure shows that for baselines scales dominated by
core dishes there is no difference in UVGAP between sites. In the range 30-100km the AUS Figure of Merit is
better by about 30% and in the range 150-300km the SA Figure of Merit is better by about 20%.

Figure 17: PSFRMS difference for Dish 2400 layouts. The mean differences are not more than 3%
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Figure 18: Difference in the PSF Eccentricity for the AUS and SA Dish 2400 Layouts. There is a large degree of
scatter, but in the range 20-100km the AUS Figure of Merit is slightly better (as suggested in Figure 13).

Figure 19: Difference in the PERL-SNR figure of merit for the AUS and SA Dish 2400 Layouts. In the 150km
range the mean AUS Figure of Merit is ~5% better than the SA one, whilst on the shortest baselines the
mean SA figure of merit is up to 10% better than the AUS figure.
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Figure 20: Difference in the FF for the AUS and SA Dish 2400 layouts. Mean differences do not exceed 4%.
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7.3.2

AA1 250 Layouts

Figure 21: UVGAP values as a function of limiting baseline for the AUS AA1 250 layout, for all 18
observational settings.

Figure 22: UVGAP values as a function of limiting baseline for the SA AA1 250 layout, for all 18 observational
settings.

The UVGAP figure of merit measurements is shown as a function of baseline for all settings and for
each AA1 250 layout in Figure 21 and Figure 22. These show similar behaviour to the Dish 2400
results, though the values are higher, as expected since there are an order of magnitude fewer
receptors. The other figures of merit (PSFRMS, Eccentricity, PERL-SNR comparison, Filling Factor
comparison) each behave in a similar manner as for the dish 2400 layout. For brevity, the equivalent
of Figures 11 to 14 for these other Figures of Merit are not shown.
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7.3.2.1

Differences in the figures of merit for the AA1 250 layout.

In Figure 23 to Figure 27, the purple line shows the mean of these, averaged over all settings. The
individual setting results are shown as black crosses.

Figure 23: Difference in UVGAP values for AA1 250 layouts. The mean SA Figure of Merit is ~ 15% better in
the 10-40 km range and ~ 10% better at baselines exceeding 100 km, while the mean AUS Figure of Merit is ~
5% better in the 50-100 km range."

Figure 24: Difference in PSFRMS values for AA1 250 layouts. Mean differences in the PSFRMS values are less
than 2%.
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Figure 25: Difference in Eccentricity values for AA1 250 layouts. The mean difference does not exceed 10%
for either candidate site, and the site with the better figure of merit varies depending on the specific
baseline range being considered.

Figure 26: Difference in PERL-SNR for the AA1 250 layouts. Mean deviations are less than 10% and the
scatter is large.
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Figure 27: Difference in FF for the AA1 250 layouts. The mean differences do not exceed 2%.
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7.3.3

AA2 250 Layouts

Figure 28: UVGAP values as a function of limiting baseline for the AUS AA2 250 layout, for all 18
observational settings.

Figure 29: UVGAP values as a function of limiting baseline for the SA AA2 250 layout, for all 18 observational
settings.

UVGAP figure of merit measurements are shown as a function of baseline for all settings and for
each AA2 250 layout in Figure 28and Figure 29. These show similar behaviour to the Dish 2400
results, though the values are higher, as expected since there are an order of magnitude fewer
receptors. The other figures of merit (PSFRMS, Eccentricity, PERL-SNR comparison, Filling Factor
comparison) each behave in a similar manner as for the dish 2400 layout. For brevity, the equivalent
of Figures 11 to 14 for these other Figures of Merit are not shown.
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7.3.3.1

Differences in the figures of merit.

In Figure 30 to Figure 34, the purple line shows the mean of these, averaged over all settings. The
individual setting results are shown as black crosses.

Figure 30: Difference in UVGAP values for AA2 250 layouts. The AUS Figure of Merit is ~12% better in the 40100km range, whilst the SA Figure of Merit is ~15% better in the 200-300km range.

Figure 31: Difference in PSFRMS values for AA2 250 layouts. The mean difference in PSFRMS values does not
exceed 3%.
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Figure 32: Difference in Eccentricity values for AA2 250 layouts. Mean differences are less than 5%, with a
large degree of scatter depending on the observational settings.

Figure 33: Difference in PERL-SNR for the AA2 250 layouts. The scatter in these points is large, but the mean
values are positive, indicating that the SA Figure of merit is slightly better than the AUS Figure of merit.
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Figure 34: Difference in FF for the AA2 250 layouts. Mean differences do not exceed 2%.
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7.3.4

Dish Remote 243

Figure 35: UVGAP values as a function of limiting baseline for the AUS Dish Remote 243 layout, for all 18
observational settings.

Figure 36: UVGAP values as a function of limiting baseline for the SA Dish Remote 243 layout, for all 18
observational settings.

7.3.4.1

Differences in the figures of merit.

Results from the PSFRMS calculation are not shown for the sparse layouts for the remote stations.
As a consequence of selecting one in eleven dish positions and using a large u-v cell size to reduce
computation to manageable proportions, there is significant offset in the two results simply because
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the down sampling of one core is (by chance) better than the down sampling of the other core. This
effect has been tested by replacing one core with another to prove that it is not dependent on the
outer regions of the layouts. Because the uv plane is extremely sparse on 200-4000km scales the
PSFRMS calculation contains no information that distinguishes between the two candidate sites.

Figure 37: Differences in UVGAP figure for the Dish Remote 243 layout. The SA Figure of Merit is generally
better than the AUS Figure of Merit for all baselines longer than 400km, due to the smaller range of long
North-South baselines in the AUS uv coverage.

Figure 38: Differences in Eccentricity for the Dish Remote 234 layouts. The mean SA Figure of Merit is better
than the AUS one, for all baselines longer than 400m due to the smaller range of long N-S baselines in the
AUS uv coverage.
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Figure 39: Differences in PERL-SNR values for the Dish Remote 243 layouts. The values of this figure of merit
for SA are, on average, about 10% higher (better) than the values for AUS.

Figure 40: Differences in Filling Factor values for the Dish Remote 243 layouts. On short baselines the two
arrays produce very similar results, but for SA the UV filling factor values are progressively higher than for
AUS as longer and longer baselines are considered. There is a large degree of scatter, depending on the
observational settings.
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On the next three pages (Figure 41 to Figure 43), uv coverage plots are shown for various
observational settings for the AUS and SA Dish Remote 243 layouts (AUS on LHS, SA on RHS). These
are for single channel, single time sample observations (at a range of source declinations), and 10
channel, 10% fractional BW observations for 4 and 8 hours, again at a range of source declinations.

Figure 41: Single channel, single time sample uv plots (settings 0, 6 and 12). LHS: Aus, RHS: SA.
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Figure 42: Dish Remote 243 uv coverage. Top to bottom, settings 5, 11, 17. LHS:AUS, RHS:SA
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Figure 43: 8 hour uv coverage plots for AUS (LHS) and SA (RHS) layouts, for sources at declinations of +1.3, 28.7, -58.7 degrees.
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7.3.5

Summary of comparisons for uv-plane figures of merit (FoM)

UVGAP %
difference
Notes

Summary Table for all configurations and all uv-plane Figures of Merit.
Dish 2400
AA1 250
AA2 250
Dish Remote 243
-3.3 +/- 3.4
5.3 +/- 1.7
-0.6 +/- 1.7
39.1 +/- 1.0
For 30-100km the AUS
FoM is better by about
30% and in the range
150-300km the SA FoM
is better by about 20%

For 10-40km the SA FoM
is better by about 15%
and in the range 50100km the AUS FoM is
better by about 8%

The AUS FoM is ~12%
better in the 40-100km
range, whilst the SA FoM
is ~15% better in the
200-300km range.

The SA FoM is better
than AUS on all baselines
longer than 400km

PFSRMS %
difference

-1.1 +/- 0.1

-0.5 +/- 0.1

0.5 +/- 0.15

Not calculated

Eccentricity %
difference
Mean absolute
eccentricity value
(std err)
PERL-SNR

-2.0 +/- 0.6

0.6 +/- 0.9

-0.1 +/- 0.7

28.9 +/- 1.0

AUS 1.089 +/- 0.002
SA 1.113+/-0.004

AUS 1.119 +/- 0.003
SA 1.113 +/-0.004

AUS 1.115 +/- 0.003
SA 1.112 +/-0.004

AUS 1.77 +/- 0.03
SA 1.28 +/- 0.01

-2.3 +/- 1.7

-4.9 +/- 1.5

8.2+/- 2.5

9.7 +/- 1.7

0.7 +/- 0.6

-0.3 +/- 0.4

-0.4 +/- 0.5

19 +/- 6

Filling factor
Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Values are mean (i.e. baseline averages) and standard errors of setting average values (purple lines in plots).
For the Dish 2400 and both AA layouts, only baselines longer than 2.5km are used in these overall averages.
For the Dish Remote 243 layout only baselines longer than 180km are included in the averages.
For % differences, positive values mean that the SA FoM is better, negative values mean that the AUS FoM is
better.

Table 9: Summary table for all configurations and all uv-plane Figures of Merit.

7.4 RFI Results – EMI risk figure.
7.4.1 EMI Risk Australia
There are no farms within 10.5km from any of the dish or AA positions, the EMI risk figures for all
the AUS layouts are all zero.
7.4.2 EMI Risk Southern Africa
The SA EMI risk figures are evaluated using SA Farmstead List C, 26-08-2011. This concerns
farmsteads that have been declared “active”, i.e. with human presence and other EMI activities at
the farm.
In making this evaluation, we have attempted to adhere as closely as possible to the “ideal”
configuration. No effort has been made to adjust the configuration to allow for different receptor
locations that might provide a similar level of performance, as measured by the figures of merit
described above, whist maintaining compatibility with the geographical masks.
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Receptor
type

SA Dish 2400
SA AA1 250
SA AA2 250

Number of
receptors
with EMI >
0 (%)
647 (27%)
64 (26%)
69 (28%)

Whole array
mean EMI
risk figure
0.018
0.017
0.017

Mean EMI
figure of
affected
receptors
0.07
0.07
0.06

Number of
receptors with
EMI risk > 0.75

Number of
receptors with
EMI risk >1.0

19
2
2

13
1
1

Table 10: EMI-risk figure of merit results for Southern Africa.

EMI risk values are significantly high (close to one) for 2 clusters of dishes and 2 AA1 and 2 AA2
stations, as shown in Figure 44. In these cases, several farmsteads are within 10.5km range but
there is one that is much closer, less than 2.5km away.

Figure 44: Diagram showing SA dish positions (black) and the inhabited farmstead locations (open black
circles). The two regions highlighted in blue circles are the positions most severely affected by the farms in
the EMI risk figure calculation. The most seriously affected AA1 and AA2 positions are alongside these two
clusters of dishes.

The mean value of the EMI-risk figure of merit for the affected receptors is 0.07 for the SA Dish 2400
and SA AA1 250 layouts, and 0.06 for the AA2 250 layout.
These EMI-risk values can be used to invert the calculation and give an average effective farm-toreceptor distance for the full layouts, and for just the affected receptors. A value of 0.018 would be
achieved for a particular receptor if there was one farm (only), a distance of 6.2km away. A value of
0.017 likewise corresponds to 6.3km distance. So the average EMI risk figures for the SA layouts can
be thought of as saying that the amount of power received at receptors due to EMI from farms is as
if each receptor was 6.3km from a farm.
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However only 27% or so of the receptors are affected, the others are all more than 10.5km from a
farm. Using the average EMI value for the affected receptors only, the effective distance from each
affected receptor to a farm is about 4.4km (corresponding to an EMI risk of 0.07).
The fraction of affected receptors does not vary between the Dish and AA layouts, as expected since
most of the area outside the core is populated by dishes and aperture array stations which are colocated. None of the core Dishes are within 10.5km of a farm. The corollary of this statement is that
all of the 647 affected dishes are in the 2.5-180km region, where there are 900 dishes in total:
therefore 72% of the dishes in the 2.5-180km region have non-zero EMI risk values.
Histograms showing the minimum distance to a farm for each receptor are shown for the three
layouts in Figure 45 to Figure 47.
There are 1000 farmsteads located within the 180km radius circle centred on the SA core, giving an
average separation of around 10km between farms. It is therefore unlikely that the mean distance
between each receptor and the nearest farm can be raised much above 5km.

Figure 45: Nearest farm histogram for SA Dishes
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Figure 46: Nearest farm distances for SA AA1 layout.

Figure 47: Nearest farm distances for SA AA2 layout.

A plot showing the distribution of EMI values for the three layouts is shown in Figure 48: it shows
that the three layouts behave similarly to one another. The EMI figure is a strong function of farmreceptor distance: only 2% of receptors have EMI values worse than 0.2 (3.4km equivalent).
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Figure 48: Graph showing the fraction of receptors with EMI figures worse than various values, for the SA
Dish, AA1 and AA2 layouts.

8

Robustness of results

The layouts for Australasia and Southern Africa compared here are based on identical design
principles and do not differ in the radial and azimuthal target distributions of the receptors in each
case.
These layouts are meant to be as representative as possible of the final SKA telescope configuration,
but cost / performance trade-offs will likely alter some aspects of the final configuration. However,
any changes made to the “generic” layout design such as the number of spiral arms (before
perturbation to meet specific site masks) will not affect the overall results for several reasons:
1. Only on the longest baselines do the sites differ in uv coverage.
2. Within the 180km of the core, the constraints on antenna placement are roughly uniform
ignoring the farmhouse EMI-risk for the purposes of receptor placement. Changing to a
different number of spiral arms or to a different radial distribution is therefore unlikely to
make one array noticeably more “perfect” than the other. Tests of deviations away from the
generic layout in the current configurations have not led to discernable differences between
the candidate sites, and there is no reason to assume that this is particularly dependent on
the generic distribution.
3. The EMI-risk figure of merit (which is non-zero for SA and zero for AUS) depends upon dish
placement w.r.t farmstead positions. The farms in the SA region are fairly uniformly
scattered across the landscape: significantly reducing the number of different receptor
positions to be selected may enable a slight increase in the average receptor-farm distance
and a lower EMI-risk FoM.
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We conclude that these results are robust to changes in the overall receptor layout.

9

Summary

This report has described the development of the array configurations for the candidate hosts of the
SKA: Australasia and Southern Africa. Starting from specifications for the full SKA, a description of
the generic layout of the array has been generated and included in this report. Implementation of
this generic design onto the geological and other realities of the target sites was carried out, leading
to configurations of the inner area and a constellation of 25 remote stations, up to about 3000km
from the centre, for each of the two candidates.
These site-specific configurations have been arrived at in cooperation with the two site proponents.
The locations of the remote sites were later fine-tuned by the site proponents.
Analysis of these two configurations was done for a number of observation scenarios and the results
have been presented in this report. Data was obtained for a number of Figures of Merit for the
various scenarios.
As far as uv-plane analysis is concerned, the results do not differ significantly between the two
candidates in the inner 180km radius area. The prime Figure of Merit, UVGAP, is slightly lower
(somewhat better) for the dish and AA2 configurations in Australia in the 30-100km baseline range,
while in the range from 150-300km the UVGAP FoM for Southern Africa is lower, see Figure 16 and
Figure 30. For the AA1 configuration, the Southern African UVGAP is lower in the range 10-300km,
except for around 60km where the Australian UVGAP is lower, see Figure 23. Note that it is possible
to assign AA1 and AA2 to either low or mid frequency aperture array technologies, with the only
practical difference being the packing of the core area.
Foe baselines that include the remote stations up to about 3000km (dishes only), the results
indicate better Figures of Merit for the Southern African configuration. This is evident in Figure 37,
where the South African configuration has a lower UVGAP than the Australian configuration for
baselines larger than 400km. This is caused by the wider coverage in azimuth in the South African
configuration, the Australian configuration being more elongated in the East-West direction. This
result is also reflected in the uv-plots in Figure 41 to Figure 43. The difference will be of importance
for synthesis observations of shorter duration, which are likely to have lower UVGAP figures of merit
for SA.
Evaluation of the EMI risk Figure of Merit in the central 180km radius area, leads to non-zero results
for the Southern African case, in comparison to zero for Australia (meaning that in the latter case the
EMI mask fully conformed to the mask specifications). The proximity of active farmsteads in the
inner region in the SA configuration is the cause of this. There is some room for improvement in the
FoM by careful placement of receptors in final designs thereby avoiding the worst outliers, but it is
unlikely that the mean distance between any receptor and a farmstead can be raised much above
5km which is to be compared to the stipulated buffer zone of 10.5 km to avoid the risk of EMI.
Further simulation of the performance of these configurations using sky models will shed light on
the practical consequences for performance in the image plane.
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